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Study of the ontribution of long-wave bending vibrations to the destrution of
ultrathin lms by the method of moleular dynamis
E.I. Salamatov, E.B. Dolgusheva
Udmurt Federal Researh Center of Ural Branh of the Russian Aademy of Sienes, 34, T.Baramzina Str., 426067, Izhevsk, Russia
Abstrat
The moleular dynamis method is used to study the proess of development of dynami instability of a thin lm,
leading to its destrution. The alulations are performed for a thin (5 atomi layers) fcc aluminum lm using the
interatomi interation potential tested by omparing the numerial results with the analytial ones obtained in the
framework of elastiity theory. For this purpose, an original approah is developed, whih allows one to alulate
the dispersion law of long-wave phonons in ultrathin lms using the moleular dynamis method. The temperatures
(< 600K) at whih the system remains stable over a time interval of 0.6ns are found. This makes it possible to analyze the
low-frequeny part of the spetrum down to the minimum frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz (at T = 50K), and to determine
the vibration frequeny of the longest, for this problem geometry, bending wave ν0 = 0.033THz whih dereases with
inreasing temperature, hene, its period grows. One the vibration period of this mode beomes omparable with the
time of simulation, there ours, during alulation, a ontinuous inrease in the amplitude of this mode whih will be
referred to as \retarded mode". It is shown that the lm destrution begins with the attainment of a ertain ritial
value of the bending wave amplitude.
Keywords: Moleular dynamis method; metastable state; Fourier transform; dispersion law of thin-lm vibrations;
\retarded mode".
1. Introdution
Reently, muh attention has been paid to the study
of metastable nanolms with unique properties that are
nding ever new industrial appliations. One of the main
tasks faing the researhers is to inrease their stability,
sine numerous experiments on the synthesis of ultrathin
(of several atomi layers) lms show that suh lms in
the free state are unstable: they url up, bend or even
ollapse [1, 2, 3, 4℄. To solve this problem, it is neessary
to understand whih hanges in the system are indiative
of a loss of stability, and to disover the fators responsible
for this proess.
When desribing strutural transitions in bulk rystals,
as a rule, the onept of dynami stability is used, a-
ording to whih the dynami matrix of a stable phase
should be positively denite [5℄. When moving to the
phase boundary, at some point of the Brillouin zone, there
arises a phonon mode whose frequeny tends to zero in ap-
proahing the interfae, and the dynami matrix eases to
be positive denite. Atomi displaements in this phonon
mode desribe the proess of phase transition at the miro-
sopi level in real spae [6, 7℄. This approah is onrmed
by experimental data obtained by the methods of neutron
sattering [8℄ and Raman spetrosopy [9℄. The lifetime
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of thin rystalline lms in the free state is too short for
suh experiments. One ould suppose that for small times
it is promising to use the method of moleular dynamis
(MMD) whih makes it possible to onsider a detailed mi-
rosopi piture of the movement of large atomi systems
on small time intervals. However, the MMD alulations
must rst be tested by omparing them with the known
physial harateristis of the modeled objets, in order to
make sure of the desription validity. When simulating the
thermodynami properties of bulk systems, the alulated
and experimentally determined density of phonon states
are usually ompared. We think that in the absene of
experimental data, testing an be arried out by a om-
parison with the results obtained in other widely-aepted
approahes. In this work, a method is suggested that al-
lows testing the results of MD alulations of the thin lm
dynamis by omparing them with the analytial results
obtained in the framework of the elastiity theory. Sine in
the elastiity theory the dynamis of a rystalline system
is desribed only in the long-wavelength limit, this ap-
proah does not require alulating the density of phonon
states, but it alls for a more thorough analysis of the
low-frequeny portion of the vibrational spetrum of indi-
vidual atoms of the system. The paper presents an original
tehnique for alulating the long-wavelength region of the
phonon dispersion law in thin lms by the MD method,
whih is based on a preliminary analysis of the vibration
symmetry of the lm atoms.
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The performed symmetry analysis makes it possible to
unambiguously establish to whih branh of the phonon
spetrum belong the onsidered vibrations of frequeny
ν, and to nd the wavelength λ of the orresponding
phonon, whih allows the dispersion law ν(k) to be de-
termined. The dispersion law obtained in this way for
long-wavelength phonons of a thin aluminum lm ontain-
ing only ve atomi monolayers oinides with the ana-
lytial result from the theory of elastiity. This suggests
that the MD method, statement of the problem, and the
hosen interatomi potential an adequately desribe the
dynamis of ultrathin aluminum lms. Unfortunately, the
MD method is limited by the omputation time, the size of
the alulated ell, and the imposed boundary onditions.
Under periodi boundary onditions in two diretions ne-
essary for alulating the dynami properties of the lm,
it is impossible to obtain real destrution of the lm: rup-
ture or urling up. Therefore, by destrution we will mean
suh hanges in the system that lead to a program halt,
assuming that the same hanges our in the real ase at
the initial stage of the destrution proess. In this paper,
the reasons for the development of dynami instability of a
thin lm leading to its destrution are determined, whih
made it possible to suggest a reasonable senario of this
proess at the atomi level.
2. Calulational methods
To desribe the interatomi interation in aluminum, a
many-partile potential [10℄ onstruted in the \embedded
atom model"[11℄ was hosen. The authors of [10℄ showed
that this potential makes it possible to obtain, to a high
degree of auray, the parameters of fcc aluminum: o-
hesive energy, elasti onstants, melting temperature, and
other physial harateristis of bulk aluminum. Earlier, in
Refs. [12, 13℄, this potential was used to obtain the vibra-
tional densities of states at dierent temperatures, elasti
moduli, temperature dependene of heat apaity, ther-
mal expansion, et. for fcc-Al, both in the bulk state and
nanolms. A omparison of the alulated harateristis
with the experiment on inelasti neutron sattering for Al
shows that the potential hosen allows one to desribe the
experimentally observed features of the aluminum phonon
spetrum, inluding its \softening" with inreasing tem-
perature.
Simulation was arried out using the XMD pakage
[14℄. In all ases, the alulation began with the initia-
tion of a rystallite with an ideal fcc struture, relaxation
for 0.1ns under onditions of NPT-ensemble, minimiza-
tion of the energy at a given temperature and zero pres-
sure, and the ell parameters determination. The alu-
lations were performed on a rystallite with dimensions:
Nx = 5, Ny = 30, Nz = 84 monoatomi layers. For a fcc
lattie parameter of Al a = 3.976 A , the rystallite sizes
Lx, Ly and Lz are, respetively, 0.994×5.964×16.6992nm.
This rystallite, shown in Fig.1, an be represented as 150
Figure 1: The modeled base rystallite imitating a lm. The lm
thikness Nx = 5 monoatomi Al layers, Ny = 30, Nz = 84. There
are 6300 atoms in all.
atomi hains of 42 atoms eah, along the z axis, a total
of 6300 atoms. An odd number of layers in the x dire-
tion makes it easy to go to symmetrized oordinates. The
time step was ∆t = 0.3fs. Periodi boundary onditions
were set along the y and z axes, and free ones along the x
axis. The speed saling regime was used to set a onstant
temperature, and the Berendsen barostat to maintain a
onstant pressure.
3. Determination of the thin lm lifetime
Before onduting a Fourier analysis of the frequeny
spetrum of the system under study, it is neessary to de-
termine the time interval (Dt) during whih the system
remains stable at all onsidered temperatures. Dt should
be large enough, sine the minimum Fourier transform fre-
queny is related to the observation time by the expres-
sion νmin = 1/Dt. An optimal time interval Dt = 0.6ns
was seleted, whih allows one to analyze the vibrational
spetrum with a minimum frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz.
Figure 2 shows the funtions of radial distribution of the
lm atoms at various temperatures. The double vertial
lines indiate the atom positions orresponding to the ideal
fcc struture. It an be seen from the gure that in the
temperature range 200–600K, the lattie retains its initial
struture, and the base rystallite sizes remain pratially
unhanged.
In addition to the radial distribution funtion, hanges
in the tensor of internal stress were monitored. When al-
ulating the elements of this tensor, the virial ontribution
was not onsidered, and only terms due to the interatomi
interation fores were taken into aount. The diagonal
elements of the tensor are the ratio between the sum of
the fore projetions onto the normal and the area of the
onsidered rystallite fae. In this temperature range, the
diagonal elements of the internal stress tensor, σyy and
σzz are equal to zero and pratially do not hange with
temperature, while the element σxx, responsible for the
2
maintenane of the lm shape, is negative, and its modu-
lus inreases with temperature, as shown in Fig.3.
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Figure 2: Funtions of the radial distribution of Al lm atoms at
various temperatures. Straight double lines show the peak positions
for an ideal fcc lattie.
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Figure 3: The time dependene of the internal stress tensor element
σxx at various temperatures.
Thus, the temperature (0 - 600K) and time (0.6ns)
intervals of the system stability were determined, whih
made it possible to perform a Fourier analysis of the vi-
brations for frequenies ν ≥ νmin = 0.0166THz.
4. The method of alulating the low-frequeny
dispersion spetrum
As already mentioned in Introdution, there are no ex-
perimental data on the dynami properties of free ultra-
thin lms. The results of numerial alulations of the
dispersion law an only be ompared with the analytial
ones obtained in the elastiity theory whih desribes well
the behavior of a disrete rystalline lattie in the long-
wavelength limit. From the theory of elastiity it follows
that the presene of a plane of symmetry parallel to the
surfae and passing through the middle of the lm thik-
ness, allows one to represent the displaements of all atoms
as the sum of the symmetri (c − compression) and an-
tisymmetri (b − bending) ontributions (see the inset in
Fig 4). The dispersion laws for these types of vibrations
are fundamentally dierent and an be alulated by the
formulae from Ref. [15℄ with the Al elasti parameters[16℄:
νb(k) = (((1 + µ)/6)
1/2
· ct · h0 · k
2)/pi, (1)
νc(k) = ct · k/2 · pi, (2)
where k is a wave vetor, ct is the veloity of the trans-
verse sound wave in the bulk material, µ is the Poisson's
ratio, h0 is the lm thikness. The results of these alu-
lations are shown by solid lines in Fig.4
Figure 4: Dispersion of the long-wavelength phonons propagating
along the z diretion. Solid lines denote the alulation by formulae
(1, 2) with parameters for a bulk rystal from [16℄. The symbols are
the results of our alulation. A shemati representation of bending
and ompression vibrations is shown in the inset.
When onstruting the dispersion urves for these types
of vibrations, we an restrit ourselves to onsidering the
vibration projetions onto the x axis of two hains of sur-
fae atoms with the same value of the y oordinate. The
odd number of layers in the x diretion makes it easy to
go from the real oordinates of the displaements to the
symmetrized ones:
un,b = (un,top + un,bot)/2;
un,c = (un,top − un,bot)/2,
(3)
where the index n = 1, ..., 42 denotes the atom number
in the hain, and top(bot) indiates the hain on the up-
per or lower surfae layer of the lm. The way of nding
the values designated by symbols on these urves will be
disussed below.
Figure 5(a) presents the time dependene of the x oor-
dinate of a pair of atoms from the upper and lower surfae
atomi hains having the same oordinate y = 28.7 A and
the number n = 20 along the z axis at a system temper-
ature T = 200K. Figure 5(b) shows the orresponding
3
hanges in the symmetrized displaements uc and ub. It
follows from the gure that the atomi displaements per-
pendiular to the lm surfae are mainly determined by
the bending vibrations ub.
The Fourier transform (F (ν)) of the b, c - type displae-
ment trajetories was performed for eah value of n in
the hains seleted. In this ase, the frequeny spetra
(i.e., the Fourier transform modulus of the bending (gx,b)
and ompression (gx,c) atomi vibrations) are the sum of
the spetra of individual pairs of atoms from the upper
and lower hains with the same y oordinate. The low-
frequeny portion of these spetra is depited in Fig.6,
where resonane peaks are learly visible. The spetrum
of bending vibrations is shown by the red line, and that
of ompression vibrations (inreased by 30 times) by the
green one. The dashed vertial line shows the minimum
frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz.
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Figure 5: The time dependene of the x oordinate of a pair of atoms
from the upper and lower surfae atomi hains having the same
oordinate y = 28.7A and the onseutive number n = 20 along the
z axis at a system temperature T = 200K (a); the time hanges in
the symmetrized displaements uc and ub (b).
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Figure 6: Low-frequeny spetra of bending (gx,b) and ompression
(gx,c) vibrations of surfae atoms. The spetrum of ompression
vibrations is inreased 30 times. The dashed vertial line shows the
minimum frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz.
Eah resonane peak of the spetrum is related to a vi-
brational mode. To fatorize it, one should onsider the
ontributions from eah pair of atoms to the given reso-
nane peak. This is illustrated in Fig.7(a) that shows the
ontributions of some pairs (n is the pair number along
the z diretion) to the spetrum gn (modulus of Fn(ν))
near the resonane with a frequeny νo = 0.033THz re-
lated to bending vibrations. The frequeny spetrum is a
positively denite quantity, and the imaginary part of the
Fourier transform (Im(Fn(ν)) saves information about the
vibration phase (see Fig.7(b)).
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Figure 7: The ontributions to the resonane frequeny ν0 =
0.033THz of the spetrum of the nth atomi pair (a). The imagi-
nary part of the Fourier transform of bending vibrations at the same
frequeny (b). n is the atom number in the hain.
Fig.8 demonstrates the imaginary values of the Fourier
transform ImFn(ν) at the resonane frequeny ν0 =
0.033THz for the entire atomi hain, indiated by the
points. Their envelope is a bending wave in real spae,
propagating along the z diretion; the wavelength λ equals
the size of the alulated ell in the z diretion, being max-
imum for the given problem geometry.
Applying the same proedure for higher-frequeny res-
onane peaks in the spetrum of bending vibrations (see
Fig.6), the relationship between the wavelength and fre-
queny was found, i.e., the dispersion law for bending vi-
4
brations was alulated. Figure 8(b) shows the bending
vibrations orresponding to dierent resonane frequen-
ies; for eah of these a wavelength an be determined.
Similarly, relationship between the resonane frequenies
and wavelengths an be found for ompression vibrations.
The values obtained in this way orrespond to the symbols
in Fig.4. Good agreement between the alulated results
and the analytial ones obtained in the elastiity theory
points to the validity of the approah in studying the low-
frequeny portion of the lm vibrational spetrum, whih
shows that this approah an be used to desribe the be-
ginning of the lm destrution.
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Figure 8: The imaginary values of the Fourier transform ImFn(ν) at
the resonane frequeny ν0 = 0.033THz for the entire atomi hain,
indiated by the points (a); the bending vibrations orresponding to
dierent resonane frequenies (b).
5. FILM DESTRUCTION
This setion presents the results of investigation of the
lm dynami instability development, leading to its de-
strution at high temperatures. As was already mentioned
in Introdution, the peuliarities of the MD method as-
soiated with the omputation time, arbitrary hoie of
the size of the alulated ell, and the imposed boundary
onditions do not make it possible to obtain a real lm
destrution: its rupture or urling up. Therefore, by \de-
strution" we mean suh hanges in the system that lead
to a program halt, assuming that the same hanges our,
at the initial stage of destrution, in real situation. As
the temperature approahes 800K, the time of life (equi-
librium state) of the lm beomes less than 0.6 ns. This
manifests itself most learly by a rapid exponential de-
rease in the size of the base rystallite along the z dire-
tion, Lz(t), at times greater than a ertain ritial value
t0. Note that the time t0 is not only a funtion of tem-
perature, it also depends on how the system is brought to
a given temperature. All alulated time dependenes of
the rystallite size Lz(t) shown in Fig.9 started after the
system was kept for 0.1ns at 300K, whih allows one to
assume that the onditions of reahing high temperatures
(> 770K) are almost the same for all Lz(t) urves. Nev-
ertheless, it is seen from Fig.9 that the expeted derease
in the parameter t0 with inreasing temperature does not
our monotonially.
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Figure 9: The time dependene of the rystallite size Lz(t) along
the z axis, obtained at various temperatures. Ly(t) is obtained for
T = 785K.
The time dependenes of the elements of the internal
stress tensor of the system also undergo a qualitative
hange at times lose to t0(T ). All the urves obtained
are well approximated by the same expression:
Φ(t) = f0 + a · t+ b · exp((t− t0)/τ) (4)
The parameters f0, a, b, t0, τ for eah harateristi
(σ, L) at dierent temperatures were found by tting with
the use of the nonlinear least squares algorithm(NLLS)[17℄.
Sine the time harateristis alulated for the onsid-
ered temperatures T > 770K are similar, we dwell more
losely on the results obtained for a temperature of 785K.
Figure 10 demonstrates the time dependenes of the lm
size Lz (a), and of the diagonal elements of the stress ten-
sor σxx and σzz (b) at T = 785K. Here, the bold line
shows their approximations by formula (4). Only the pa-
rameter t0 determining the moment of qualitative hange
of the orresponding harateristis is indiated in the g-
ures: t0 = 0.321ns for Lz, and t0 = 0.565ns for σ. A
omparison of these plots shows that, at a given tempera-
ture, the system instability is evidened rst on the urve
Lz, and only later on σ. Figure 11 shows the instantaneous
projetions of all the atoms of the alulated ell onto the
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Figure 10: The time dependenes: (a) of the size of the base rystal-
lite along the z axis Lz(t) ; (b) of the diagonal elements of the stress
tensor, σxx, σzz , at T = 785K.
xz plane for T = 785K at dierent time moments. The
values of these time moments are shown to the right of
the orresponding urves. The gure demonstrates how
the lm shape varies with time, as the instability is ap-
proahed. Note that the instantaneous shape of the lm
oinides with the geometry of the longest low-frequeny
bending wave, whose amplitude inreases with time, whih
ensures a linear derease of Lz at times t < t0. At t > t0,
the proess aelerates, there ours a rapid inrease in the
bending wave amplitude, the lm bends (the wavelength
sharply dereases), and the simulation stops.
Let us analyze the hanges in the most low-frequeny
portion of the system spetrum as the temperature in-
reases up to 600K. Figure 12 presents the results of alu-
lation of the frequeny spetrum of bending vibrations for
the temperatures: 50, 200, 300, and 600K. The observed
spetrum softening with temperature is quite understand-
able: it is assoiated with a derease in the veloity of the
transverse sound wave in a bulk sample (see Formula (1)).
Already at 600K the vibration period of this mode equals
the omputation time (Dt = 0.6ns) and, obviously, on-
tinues to inrease with temperature. Frequenies less than
1/Dt annot be determined from the Fourier analysis. The
vibrational mode with a period larger than the omputa-
tion time may be alled \retarded mode". Indeed, from
the beginning of the alulation the amplitude of this wave
ontinuously grows, the wavelength λ thereby dereases,
whih results in an inrease of the lm urvature (see
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Figure 11: Instantaneous projetions of all the lm atoms onto the
xz plane at various times for T = 785K. Lz(t) is the size of the base
rystallite along the z axis at the same temperature.
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Figure 12: Low-frequeny spetra of bending vibrations gx,b of sur-
fae atoms at dierent temperatures. The dashed vertial line shows
the minimum frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz.
Fig.11). If at a moment t0 < Dt the wavelength reahes a
ertain ritial value ((Lz(0)− Lz(t0))/Lz(0) ∼ 0.01), the
utuation attrative interation between atoms loated
on the opposite slopes of the wave rest beomes possi-
ble, as evidened by the appearane of negative values of
σzz (see Fig.10b). One this proess has started, it devel-
ops exponentially, and the lm \ollapses". The program
stops alulating when Lz beomes less than three radii of
the potential uto.
The appearane of a \retarded mode" assoiated with
a long bending wave is a neessary ondition for the de-
velopment of lm destrution proess in the model under
study. Indeed, in the other diretion (along the y axis)
with periodi boundary onditions, the time dependene
Ly(t) has a peuliarity only at those times when the de-
strution proess in the z diretion has already developed,
as shown by the dashed line in Fig.9. The geometry of
the problem under onsideration is suh that the maxi-
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mum wavelength in the y diretion is 2.8 times less than
along the z axis. The period of the orresponding vibra-
tions, proportional to λ2 (see Formula (1)), is eight times
less than that of a similar wave propagating along the z
diretion, so it annot beome \retarded" at any of the
temperatures onsidered.
Thus, three stages an be distinguished in the MD sim-
ulation of the thin-lm destrution proess.
1. With inreasing temperature, the there forms a \re-
tarded" bending mode, the vibration period of whih is
greater than the time of the steady state existene (0.6ns).
2. A onstant in time inrease of the amplitude of this
mode and, orrespondingly, of the lm urvature to a rit-
ial value, when utuation attrative interation between
atoms loated on the opposite slopes of the wave rest be-
omes possible.
3. This proess develops exponentially, leading to the
lm destrution.
6. Conlusion
The moleular dynamis method is used to study the lat-
tie stability and vibrational properties of a thin (5 atomi
layers) fcc aluminum lm. The problem of testing the
MMD alulation results in the absene of experimental
data for thin lms is solved by omparing the alulated
dispersion law with the analytial results obtained in the
elastiity theory, whih requires a speial attention to be
paid to the low-frequeny portion of the vibrational spe-
trum of the system. An original approah is proposed,
whih allows one to alulate the dispersion law of long-
wave phonons in thin lms using the moleular dynamis
method. The approah is based on a preliminary symme-
try analysis of the vibrations of the lm atoms, whih en-
ables one to alulate independently the vibrational spe-
trum for the symmetrized oordinates orresponding to
the bending and ompression vibrations of a the lm. This
makes it possible to unambiguously establish to whih
branh of the phonon spetrum the onsidered vibrations
with a given frequeny ν belong, and to nd the wave-
length λ of the orresponding phonon. The obtained val-
ues of the low-frequeny dispersion spetrum are in good
agreement with the analytial results from the theory of
elastiity. The temperature range (0−600K) , in whih the
lm remains stable for a time of 0.6ns is determined, and
a frequeny analysis of the vibrational spetrum, start-
ing from the minimum frequeny νmin = 0.0166THz is
performed. The obtained temperature dependenes of the
low-frequeny spetrum, the hanges in the lm size along
the z axis, and in the lm shape make it possible to propose
a senario for the development of the system instability.
It is shown that at the initial stage of lm destrution,
the main role is played by low-frequeny bending vibra-
tions. A linear derease in the size of the base rystallite
is due to the inreasing bending wave amplitude, whih
is maximum for the hosen problem geometry. With in-
reasing amplitude of this wave, the lm urvature grows
to a ritial value, at whih the element σzz of the internal
stress tensor beomes negative, whih points to the ap-
pearane of utuation attrative interation along the z
axis between atoms from the opposite slopes of the wave
rest, following whih the proess develops exponentially,
leading to the lm destrution.
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